The finest and best means of attaching fittings to cable. Properly swaged to the cable, these terminals will maintain the minimum rated breaking strength of that cable. These terminals are made of stainless steel alloy having the best swaging and corrosion resistant properties and have a polished finish.

The terminals featured on this page must be installed with a rotary swaging tool, which is too costly for purchase by a homebuilder or small shop. We offer swaging service and custom-made cable assemblies in cable sizes of 1/16" to 5/32" diameter.

Custom Cable Assemblies are fabricated in House by Aircraft Spruce for Prompt Shipment.

Measure eye and fork terminals from center of pin holes. Measure ball fittings from center of ball. Measure stud terminals from end of terminal. Measure loop with thimble from surface of thimble.

SEE "TOOLS" SECTION FOR KEARNEY PORTABLE SWAGER. CUSTOM-MADE CABLE ASSEMBLIES ARE SPECIAL ORDER AND NON-RETURNABLE

The terminals featured on this page must be installed with a rotary swaging tool, which is too costly for purchase by a homebuilder or small shop. We offer swaging service and custom-made cable assemblies in cable sizes of 1/16" to 5/32" diameter.

Select the cable fittings of your choice, specify cable size, cable construction, stainless steel or galvanized cable and length. Measure length of cable assembly as shown in the illustration. We will furnish complete cable assembly ready for installation. A simple drawing of the assembly required is appreciated and will expedite shipment.

The cost of custom-made cable assembly is base charge (up to 10 ft - $10.00, 10 to 20 ft - $15.00, over 20 ft - $20.00), plus the cost of selected fittings and cable plus swages at $6.95 each. For cable assemblies requiring a third swage, such as an assembly with two end fittings plus a ball swaged at some point on the cable, add $6.95 plus cost of the ball.

**Example:** The cost of a 10 ft. long cable assembly using 1/8" 7 x 19 galvanized cable, an MS20667 fork end and an MS21259-4RH stud end is 10 x $0.98/ft. for cable plus $13.50 and $6.85 for the fittings plus $6.95 per swage + $10.00 setup = $41.15 total cost. For added MS20663C-4 ball add $6.95 for swage plus $2.57 for ball.

Swaging Service - For cable assemblies requiring swaged fitting on one end only. $6.95/swage plus cost of cable, fittings, and the base charges as described above.

Nicopress Swages - Performed for $4.95/swage plus cost of Nicopress sleeve and the base charges described above.

TOLERANCE  = ±1/8"